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Introduction   

 
About the VMware HCX Service 

 

VMware HCX delivers secure and seamless application mobility and infrastructure hybridity across environments running 

vSphere 5.1 and above, across private and public cloud infrastructure.  HCX multi-site architectures and presents them as one 

continuous hybrid environment during HCX operations.  HCX mobility services use high-performance, secure and optimized 

service transport.   

 
 

Intended Audience 

 

This information is for HCX Architects and Administrators. It is assumed that readers have familiarity with VMware HCX, 

vSphere and NSX, and have basic knowledge of the systems underpinning HCX services. 

 

 
Overview  

 

The purpose of this document is to analyze HCX service behavior (as it relates to planned and unplanned service impacting 

events), and to explore configuration and architecture practices to maximize availability during those types of events.  The 

document gives a synopsis of HCX operations, and the details about those operations as it relates to service or workload 

availability.   

 

The following topics will be covered: 

o Understanding Service Impact During Planned HCX Migration Operations 

o Understanding Service Impact During Planned HCX Network Extension Operations 

o Understanding Service Impact During Planned HCX Service Updates 

o Understanding Unplanned HCX Service Impact Scenarios 

Considerations and Best Practices for HCX Service Availability 

 
Note: All boot, reboot and configuration times in this document are estimates based on best practices and proper installation and 

configuration. Estimates do not constitute service level guarantees for HCX. 
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1. Understanding Service Impact During Planned HCX Migration Operations 
 

This section describes HCX service impact related to HCX migration operations. 

 

1.1 Virtual Machine Impact During HCX Bulk Migration 
 

The HCX Bulk Migration  service uses the VMware Host Based Replication protocol to copy virtual machine data to an HCX 

enabled destination environment.  After the first full synchronization of the virtual machine disks, HCX will copy disk changes, 

until the scheduled switchover window.  The virtual machines being migrated remain online and fully operational at the 

source environment until the switchover phase. During the switchover phase, the source virtual machine is powered-off, and 

the virtual machine replica at the destination is powered-on.    

Impact to Workload Availability 

Under healthy migration conditions, virtual machines experience downtime equivalent to a reboot during HCX Bulk Migration. 

To mitigate any extended downtime, ensure there is sufficient CPU and Memory capacity available at the destination 

environment to meet the admission control policies.  

1.2 Virtual Machine Impact During HCX vMotion 
 

The HCX vMotion  service allows you to move a live virtual machine to an HCX enabled destination environment.  The HCX 

vMotion service transfers the virtual machine identity, active memory and execution state, allowing the virtual machine to 

switch from running on the source vSphere environment to the destination vSphere environment.   

The vMotion protocol transfers active memory and precise execution state. The virtual machines being migrated remain 

online and fully operational at the source environment.  vMotion keeps the transfer imperceptible to users by tracking the 

memory transactions in a bitmap.  Once the entire memory and system state are copied to the target host, vMotion 

suspends the source virtual machine, copies the bitmap to the destination host and resumes the virtual machine while 

maintaining transaction integrity. 

 

HCX vMotion preserves the virtual machine network identity and leverage the Network Extension path to ensure there is no 

downtime experienced during the migration. 

Impact to Workload Availability 

HCX vMotion is a zero-downtime operation, meaning the virtual machine will remain live during and after the migration. 

 

1.3 Virtual Machine Impact During Replication Assisted vMotion 
 

The HCX Replication Assisted vMotion  service combines the best characteristics of Host Based Replication (Bulk Migration) 

and vMotion to enable large scale live mobility.  RAV allows the large batch parallel virtual machine transfers.  The vMotion 

protocol is engaged to perform vMotion of the virtual machine deltas, during the scheduled maintenance window.  

Impact to Workload Availability 

HCX Replication Assisted vMotion is a zero-downtime operation. RAV uses the vMotion protocol to perform the final phase 

of the transfer (deltas and memory state), the virtual machine remains live during and after the migration. 
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1.4 Virtual Machine Impact During OS-Assisted Migration 
 

The HCX OS Assisted Migration service uses HCX Sentinel software installed on the Linux- or Windows-based guest virtual 

machines to collect VM data and replicates it to the destination environment. 

The guest virtual machine disks are copied to the destination environment.  HCX performs an OS-level “fix-up”, updating 

hardware mappings of the transferred volumes.  

Impact to Workload Availability 

OSAM migrated virtual machines may experience a reboot of impact plus additional downtime as the VM is quiesced, file 

systems converted and fully initialized (15+ minutes).  Timing can vary, depending on the VM data rate of change. 

 

2 Understanding Impact During Network Extension Operations  
 

Section 2 focuses on HCX service impact specifically related to performing HCX Network Extension operations. 

- Network Extension impact during upgrades is covered in Section 3.2. 

- Unplanned scenarios that can impact HCX Network Extension are explored in Section 4. 

- Configurations and considerations to reduce the risk of impact to the Network Extension service are described in Section 5. 

- Section 6 provides additional considerations and summary remarks regarding the availability of Network Extension services. 

2.1 Understanding Service Impact During HCX Network Extension Operations  
 

The HCX Network Extension service connects VDS, NSX Overlays, or 3rd party virtual switches to an NSX-based overlay 

network at the HCX-enabled destination environment.  The bridged source and destination networks become a single 

broadcast domain while keeping the VLAN and Overlay compatible.  Extending to overlays reduces some inherent stretching 

risk and operational overhead. 

What happens during the Network Extension deployment: 

 

The HCX-NE initiator appliance is deployed at the source environment. 

The HCX-NE receiver appliance is deployed at the destination environment. 

The HCX-NE appliances automatically connect and build encrypted Transport Tunnels using IPSec over UDP.  

 

What happens during the Network Extension operation:  

 

The HCX-NE initiator appliance (HCX-NE-I) connects to the source Virtual Distributed Switch using a sink port (in VDS or 

NSXv) or learning port (NSX-T).   

 

The HCX-NE receiver appliance (HCX-NE-R) connects to the destination NSX Transport Zone using a sink port (in NSXv) or a 

learning port (in NSX-T).   

 

HCX creates a disconnected gateway interface configuration in the destination environment NSX router (This interface can 

be optionally enabled when unextending the network to migrate the gateway).  

 

HCX-will forward unicast packets that do not have a local destination, along with broadcasts and unicasts to the bridged NSX 

overlay in the destination environment.    
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Impact to Source Network: None. 

 

Risk to Source Network: Low. HCX Network Extension provides a single point of forwarding between the connected 

environments, however it does not run loop prevention protocols.  HCX should not be used to connect networks that are 

bridged with an external L2 bridging solution. 

   

2.2 Network Impact When Unextending Networks with Gateway Migration  
 

When HCX networks are unextended, a user has the option to enable the NSX based gateway at the target, allowing the 

extended network’s first hop gateway function to be transitioned to the destination environment.  This is done by 

unextending the network with the Enable Cloud Gateway option checked.   The network’s original first hop gateway 

configuration should be disabled in conjunction with this operation.  The NSX routers at the destination should be configured 

to propagate connected networks. 

Impact to Network Availability 

Routed traffic for the network experiences less than one minute of disruption while the migrated network is re-advertised.  

The precise disruption timing depends on the dynamic routing protocol settings. 

  

2.3 Network Impact When Unextending Networks without Gateway Migration 

 

Unextending a network with the Enable Cloud Gateway  option unchecked allows you to remove the HCX network bridge 

without transitioning the NSX gateway to the target.  When a network is unextended from the destination environment, the 

bridged path is removed.    

 

Impact to Virtual Machine Networks 

If there are virtual machines on the extended network at the destination environment, those virtual machine become isolated 

from all other networks until the network is re-extended.   

 

If there are no virtual machines on the extended network at the destination environment, there is no impact. 

 
 

 

 

3 Understanding (Planned) Service Impact During HCX Service Updates 
 

In following section, we describe lifecycle operations and the outcomes as it relates to service availability. 

 

VMware periodically publishes Service Updates to all client systems (HCX Connectors and Cloud Managers).  The Service 

Updates can include bug fixes, security remediations and new capabilities.   

 

The upgrade process involves upgrading the HCX Managers and the Service Mesh appliances. After all of the site-paired HCX 

Managers are upgraded, the individual Service Mesh components will display a banner when upgrades are available.  Service 

Mesh upgrades are initiated at the source HCX system, where the Service Mesh was created. The Service Mesh upgrade 

operation is automatically coordinated at the source and destination environments in parallel to reduce service impact.  

 

More about HCX Service Updates. 
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Definitions 

The following terms are used in the sections that follow: 

Initial Synchronization  – Refers to copying the virtual machine’s disk data.  

Continuous Replication  – Generically refers to the stage after Initial synchronization is complete. Replication of disk changes. 

Waiting for Switchover/Recovery – Refers to virtual machines with a migration schedule that are done with initial 

synchronization, or protected virtual machines that are ready to be recovered. 

Active Switchover – Refers to the final migration phase where HCX is enabling the virtual machines at the destination. 

 

3.1 Impact When Upgrading to the HCX Manager Component 
 

The HCX Manager System Updates  interface provides the following options: 

o Download. 

The Download option can be done in preparation, without impact to the HCX Manager. 

 

o Upgrade. 

The upgrade operation installs a previously downloaded update.  This triggers a reboot of the HCX Manager after 

the updates are installed. The HCX Manager interfaces (and plugin) will become unavailable for several minutes 

while the manager applies the updated software, reboots and services are fully initialized.   

 

o Download and Upgrade   

HCX Manager will download the upgrade bundle, and then immediately install the updates. 

 

Impact to HCX Services during HCX Manager upgrades 

- Users will be unable to manage HCX systems while updates are being installed (reboot and initialization of the HCX 

Manager requires about 5 minutes).   

 

These are the effects to service when HCX Manager is upgraded:  

- HCX vMotion migrations in any state  will be disrupted regardless of the state, migration data progress will be lost.  The 

original virtual machine is not impacted. 

- HCX Bulk, DR and RAV operations in initial synchronization  will be disrupted, migration data progress will be lost. 

- HCX Bulk, and RAV migrations that enter active switchover  during the HCX Manager upgrade will be disrupted.  Migration 

data progress will be lost. 

- HCX Bulk, OSAM and RAV Migrations, and DR protections that are waiting for switchover/recovery  (or in continuous 

replication) will not be disrupted.  

- HCX OSAM Migrations in initial synchronization  or active switchover  will attempt to recover when the HCX Manager is 

back online. 

- HCX Network Extensions are not disrupted by HCX Manager upgrades. 

 

3.2 Impact When Upgrading the HCX Interconnect Components 
 
When all site paired HCX Manager systems are upgraded, the Service Mesh components can be upgraded (if the individual 

component has an upgrade available.   

 

Service Mesh upgrades are initiated at the source HCX system, where the Service Mesh was created. HCX executes the 

service mesh upgrade across both paired sites, in parallel, to reduce overall service impact.  
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Impact When Upgrading or Redeploying the HCX Interconnect  

 

The best practices approach for upgrading the HCX-IX is to apply the update during a window with no active migrations.  

HCX will issue a warning and attempt to prevent the IX upgrade when there are configured migrations or DR configurations.  

The IX upgrade can be forced, with the following results: 

HCX vMotion 

 

HCX vMotion migrations will encounter errors and will be rolled back.  

Migration progress is lost. The original virtual machine is not impacted. 

HCX Bulk, RAV, OSAM & DR 

 

HCX will attempt to resume operations in the Initial Replication  stage.  They 

may need to be restarted.  

Operations in the Waiting for Switchover  state will continue replicating disk 

changes until the scheduled switchover schedule.   

Operations in an Active Switchover will encounter errors. The switchover stage 

requires all component to be operational 

 

Impact When Upgrading or Redeploying HCX WAN Optimization  

   

The HCX WAN Optimization component provides in-line deduplication by storing and checking an on-disk cache for Virtual 

Machines that have been migrated with HCX.   

 

During an upgrade or redeploy, the data cache is lost. This may reduce the migration efficiency gained by deduplication until 

the cache is rebuilt. WAN Optimization appliance updates are not published frequently (It is not necessary to redeploy the 

HCX-WO when the HCX-IX is upgraded).  Redeploying the HCX-WO in production should only be used as a last resort option.    

 

The WAN Optimization appliance is in the path for all IX to IX communications. When the appliance is upgraded, or 

redeployed, the appliance must fully converge to a forwarding state before operations can resume (less than 2 minutes).     

 

The best practice approach for upgrading the WAN Optimization component is to apply the update during a window with no 

active migrations. HCX will issue a warning and attempt to prevent the IX upgrade when there are configured migrations or 

DR configurations.  The HCX-WO upgrade can be forced, with the following results: 

 

 

HCX vMotion 

 

HCX vMotion migrations will encounter errors and will be rolled back.  

Migration progress is lost. The original virtual machine is not impacted. 

HCX WAN Optimization 
 

The virtual machine cache is lost when the  

HCX Bulk, RAV, OSAM & DR 

 

HCX will attempt to resume operations in the Initial Replication  stage.  They 

may need to be restarted.  

Operations in the Waiting for Switchover  state will continue replicating disk 

changes until the scheduled switchover schedule.   

Operations in an Active Switchover will encounter errors. The switchover stage 

requires all component to be operational 
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Impact When Upgrading the Network Extension (HCX-NE) Component 

 

The best practice approach for upgrading a Network Extension appliance is to apply the update during a maintenance 

window.  During the upgrade process, a second appliance is created in both vSphere environments, then appliance is fully 

configured, then services are transitioned from the current to the new appliance.   

Convergence to a forwarding state happens in less than 30 seconds.   

 

 

 

Under healthy environmental conditions, virtual machine traffic traversing the HCX Network Extension appliance being 

upgraded will be impacted (on average during testing) for less than 30 seconds while the Service Mesh Network Extension 

(HCX-NE) component is upgraded: 

o 30 seconds equates to 99.99885% Availability per month, when installing every published update. 

o 30 seconds equates to 99.99974% Availability per month, when installing minimal updates for N-3 compliance. 

 
Note: Availability estimates are for planning purposes only. HCX does not offer service level guarantees 
 

 

4 Understanding Unplanned HCX Service Impact 
 

This section describes unplanned impact scenarios, and how HCX systems respond to those scenarios.  

 

4.1 Degraded HCX Manager (Headless Operation) 
 

In this scenario, an HCX Manager has become unavailable, degraded, or unable to perform its functions.  More about HCX 

Backup & Recovery.   

 

 
Impact to HCX Availability  

HCX is designed run in “headless mode” to provide service continuity where possible.  When the HCX Manager system 

becomes unavailable, the following applies:  
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HCX Management 

 

Unable to add, edit or manage any existing configurations via UI/API until the 

HCX Manager is returned to service. 

HCX Network Extension 
 

Network Extension continues to forward traffic without disruption  

HCX vMotion 

 

HCX vMotion migrations will encounter errors and will be rolled back.  

Migration progress is lost. The original virtual machine is not impacted. 

HCX Bulk, RAV, OSAM & DR 

 

HCX will attempt to resume operations in the Initial Replication  stage.  They 

may need to be restarted. 

Operations in the Waiting for Switchover  state will continue replicating disk 

changes until the switchover schedule.   

Operations in an Active Switchover will encounter errors. The switchover stage 

requires all component to be operational 

HCX Backup & Restore 

 

When the HCX Manager is restored, any operations not included in the backup 

will encounter errors.  

 

4.2 Degraded ESXi Hosting HCX Service Mesh 
 

In this scenario, an ESXi server hosting the HCX Service Mesh appliances has reported a fault.  When the vSphere HA detects 

a server failure, it will attempt to restart virtual machines on a healthy ESXi server.     

 

Impact to HCX Availability  

HCX Service Mesh appliances are built to be fast-boot appliances, they run a lightweight OS that initialize core services within 

30 seconds.  The following behavior applies after the High Availability restarts the Service Mesh virtual machine on a healthy 

ESXi server:  

HCX Network Extension 

 

After the Service Mesh is restarted, the Network Extension service converges 

to forwarding in under 60 seconds. 

HCX vMotion 

 

HCX vMotion migrations will encounter errors and will be rolled back.  

Migration progress is lost. The original virtual machine is not impacted. 

HCX Bulk, RAV, OSAM & DR 

 

HCX will attempt to resume operations in the Initial Replication  stage.  They 

may need to be restarted.  

Operations in the Waiting for Switchover  state will continue replicating disk 

changes until the scheduled switchover schedule.   

Operations in an Active Switchover will encounter errors. The switchover stage 

requires all component to be operational 
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4.3 Degraded HCX Service Mesh Appliance 
 

When the VM Tools process on the Service Mesh appliance is not able to send the heartbeats (and I/O activity is not 

detected), this is an indicator that the guest operating system has failed. In this case VM Monitoring  determines that the HCX 

appliance has failed and will reboot the it in the same ESXi host.   

Impact to HCX Availability 

 

HCX Service Mesh systems are built to be fast-boot appliances.  The Service Mesh appliances run a lightweight OS that 

initialize core services within 30 seconds.  The following behavior applies after the High Availability reboots the virtual 

machine on the same ESXi host:  

 

HCX Network Extension 

 

After the Service Mesh is restarted, the Network Extension service converges 

to forwarding in under 60 seconds. 

HCX vMotion 

 

HCX vMotion migrations will encounter errors and will be rolled back.  

Migration progress is lost. The original virtual machine is not impacted. 

HCX Bulk, RAV, OSAM & DR 

 

HCX will attempt to resume operations in the Initial Replication  stage.  They 

may need to be restarted.  

Operations in the Waiting for Switchover  state will continue replicating disk 

changes until the scheduled switchover schedule.   

Operations in an Active Switchover will encounter errors. The switchover stage 

requires all component to be operational 

 

 

4.3 Degraded HCX Transport Tunnels in Multi-Homed HCX Deployments 
 

The HCX Service Mesh appliances can be configured with one or more uplinks.  HCX uses each unique uplink pair to establish 

the HCX to HCX transport tunnels.  

In this scenario a multi-homed HCX Service Mesh appliance has lost connectivity over one of its uplinks, but connectivity is 

available over a second path.   

 

Impact to HCX Availability 

When a network path becomes unavailable, HCX will failover to another available uplink. HCX will return to forwarding in 

under 15 seconds. 

 

4.4 Degraded HCX Transport Tunnels in Single-Uplink HCX Deployments 
 

The HCX Service Mesh appliances can be configured with one or more uplinks.  HCX uses each unique uplink pair to establish 

the HCX to HCX transport tunnels. In this scenario, a single uplink HCX Service Mesh has all paths down, causing HCX services 

to become disrupted. 
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Impact to HCX Availability 
 

HCX Network Extension 

 

When all transport tunnels are down, virtual machine traffic is disrupted.  

 

Once the underlying issue is resolved, Network Extension service converges to 

forwarding in under 30 seconds. 

HCX vMotion 

 

HCX vMotion migrations will encounter errors and will be rolled back.  

Migration progress is lost. The original virtual machine is not impacted. 

HCX Bulk, RAV, OSAM & DR 

 

HCX will attempt to resume operations in the Initial Replication  stage.  They 

may need to be restarted.  

Operations in the Waiting for Switchover  state will continue replicating disk 

changes until the scheduled switchover schedule.   

Operations in an Active Switchover will encounter errors. The switchover stage 

requires all component to be operational 

 

 

5 Considerations and Best Practices for HCX Service Availability 
 

The previous sections describe HCX reacts to operations, lifecycle scenarios and unplanned events.  This describes known 

configurations to optimize the availability of HCX services.  

 

5.1 vSphere Considerations and Configurations 
 

Use Dedicated Mobility Clusters or Edge Clusters 
 

Using a mobility cluster  refers to a cluster resource dedicated to critical virtualized networking functions. This cluster does 

not contain inventory that will be migrated.  This allows for optimal availability conditions during HCX planned lifecycle 

operations, and during unplanned impact.  Dedicated resources can greatly reduce time-to-forwarding in all of the relevant 

scenarios.  

 

Considerations for mobility clusters: 

o A mobility cluster complies with High Availability Best Practices. 

o A mobility cluster must be in the same vCenter Server as the clusters containing the workloads that will be migrated. 

o A mobility cluster must be selected as the HCX Deployment Cluster in the HCX Compute Profile. 

o For HCX Network Extension functionality, the mobility cluster hosts must be connected to a DVS with the virtual 

machine networks. 

o For HCX migration functionality, the mobility cluster hosts must be able to reach the HCX Service Cluster vmkernel 

(vMotion, vSphere Replication and Management) interfaces. 
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Use Partially Automated DRS  
 

Fully automated DRS is a powerful vSphere feature that allows a cluster to automatically re-balance virtual machines across 

the cluster hosts.  It is recommended to restrict fully automated DRS automation while HCX is actively used for migrations. 

Fully automated DRS can negatively affect HCX deployments in the following ways: 

 

Contention of vMotion Resources: The DRS rebalancing vMotion migration can reduce the ability to maximize throughput for 

an HCX vMotion configured on the same ESXi host.  Depending on the VM rate of change, this can prevent the HCX vMotion 

or RAV migration from completing successfully. 

 

Thrashing of HCX Service Mesh appliances:  The HCX appliances are secure, light footprint virtual machines.  In very dense 

environments where DRS rebalancing is especially active, the DRS algorithm performs a cost benefit analysis of moving 

virtual machines.  Factors like the size of the VM and the utilization profile make HCX appliances top of the list candidates for 

DRS rebalancing.   

 

Service Mesh rebalancing can disrupt operations in deployments that have inconsistent access to datastore or resources 

across the cluster hosts.  

 

State Changes to the Migration and Network Extension path: Service Mesh rebalancing of the HCX Network Extension 

appliance changes the active communication path.  When the HCX-NE appliance is migrated to a new ESXi host, the 

destination host sends RARPs into the Network Profile VLANs.  vMotion of the HCX-NE appliance is supported but it is a best 

practice to minimize these events.  

 

A host applying DRS recommendations will move workloads even when the host is engaged in HCX vMotion or RAV 

migrations.  

 

 

Configuring Partially Automated DRS for HCX 

 

Implement the setting on the HCX Deployment & Service Clusters .    If Fully Automated DRS is a requirement for other 

applications in the Service Clusters , use a dedicated Mobility Cluster to mitigate potential impact from Fully Automated DRS. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Cluster VM Monitoring  
 

When the VM Tools process in the HCX Service Mesh appliances is not able to send the heartbeats (and I/O activity is not 

detected), this is an indicator that the HCX operating system has failed. In this case VM Monitoring determines that the HCX 

Partially Automated DRS can be configured as a VM Override but not persisted during HCX re-deploys or 

upgrade operations. 
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appliance has failed and will reboot it in the same ESXi host. The best practice approach is to enable VM Monitoring at the 

cluster level on the HCX Deployment Cluster . 

 
 

 

 

 

HA Restart Priority 
 

Configure the HCX Network Extension appliances for High Availability Restart Priority  to ensure the service is restarted prior 

to workloads that are dependent on the Network Extension service.   

 

 

 

 

Use vMotion Best Practices 
 

HCX will use a vMotion Network Profile  configuration to connect to the cluster vMotion Network.  The vMotion networks 

that HCX connects to should follow all documented best practices. 

 

 

Use a Dedicated Replication Network  

 

HCX uses the Replication Network Profile  configuration to connect to the cluster for Bulk and RAV migrations.  The 

replication network can be configured using vMotion best practices as a baseline. 

vSphere HA Restart Priority is implemented as a VM Override setting but is not persisted during HCX re-

deploys or upgrade operations. 
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- When a dedicated replication network is configured, the ESXi management vmkernel network is used for bulk migrations.  

 

 

5.2 NSX Considerations and Configurations 

 
Preparing Firewall Policies for Migrated Virtual Machines 

 

When migrating virtual machines, it is absolutely critical to prepare firewall policies for the virtual machine prior to migrating 

the workloads to ensure they are able to reach all destinations after the migration finishes: 

 

With traditional Network Extension (without Proximity Routing or Mobility Optimized Networking), the migrated virtual 

machine traffic returns to the original first hop gateway to route and apply network policy.  In a zero-trust Distributed Firewall 

deployment, virtual machine traffic may be blocked.  Pre-configure the NSX DFW L2 policies to allow migrated virtual 

machines to communicate. 

 

With Proximity Routing or Mobility Optimized Networking , a migrated virtual machine may route at the destination router.  

Virtual machine traffic may be blocked.  Pre-configure all NSX firewalls to allow migrated virtual machines to communicate.   

 

 

Use Dedicated NSX Paths for Migrations  

 

HCX migrations and network extensions can add multi-gigabit traffic on the network. It is a best practice to separate 

migration traffic from application traffic whenever possible to reduce network contention.  

 

Stateful Services  

 

When Proximity Routing or Mobility Optimized Networking is used Virtual machine traffic patterns change.  Be aware of any 

stateful firewall policies expecting a full connection.  

 
Migrated Virtual Machines that Rely on DHCP  

 

When migrating Virtual Machines into environments that leverage NSX-T, ensure that NSX Segment Policies are not blocking 

the DHCP requests.  
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5.3 HCX Considerations and Configurations 

 
Multiple HCX Uplinks 
 

The HCX Service Mesh appliances probe all the configured HCX uplinks at all times.  The HCX appliances monitor latency, loss 

and jitter to estimate the quality of each link.  This allows the appliances to select the best paths.  There can be multiple 

equally best paths for a migration or network extension flow.   

 
 

An HCX Uplink refers to a vSphere Network assigned within the HCX Compute Profile configuration for HCX transport tunnel 

communications.  The following considerations apply: 

o Service Mesh appliances can be configured to use multiple HCX Uplinks. Using multiple uplinks for path diversity 

increases service resiliency in the event of a WAN network failure. 

o HCX will use additional transport paths actively.  The best path is selected per network flow. 

o Consider using distinct cross-connect/private line providers circuits using multiple uplinks. 
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Use HCX Resource Reservations 

 

CPU and Memory resource reservations can be configured in the HCX Compute Profile.  This setting is recommended when it 

is not possible to use a dedicated mobility/edge cluster . 

 

 

Scale out the Network Extension Service 

 

To reduce the HCX-NE failure domain, additional appliances can be deployed. Dedicate HCX-NE per network for a maximum 

availability deployment. 

 

 

Traffic Engineering Settings  

 

The HCX appliances monitor latency, loss and jitter to estimate the quality of a link.  The appliances probe all the configured 

uplinks at all times.  This allows the appliances to select the best paths.  There can be multiple equally best paths for a 

migration or network extension flow.   

 
 

- Application Path Resiliency can leverage entropy in ECMP networks to provide multiple paths between the source and 

destination HCX Uplink addresses.  

- This feature improves service resiliency by actively probing various paths in an ECMP and avoiding black holed paths. 

- Service Mesh appliances licensed for HCX Enterprise can leverage the Traffic Engineering - Application Path Resiliency 

feature. 
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Configuring Application Path Resiliency in the Service Mesh settings: 

 

 

 

6. Additional Considerations for HCX Network Extension 
 

 

6.1 Summary for Network Extension. 
 

In the previous sections, we described various aspects of HCX availability, operational details, impact scenario and 

configurations to maximize the availability of the service. All details that apply specifically to the HCX Network Extension 

service have been summarized in this section. 

 

 

Section 1 Migration Operations with Network Extension 

o When migrations are performed in conjunction with HCX Network Extension (meaning the virtual machine is 

connected to networks that are extended with HCX), the migration operation will automatically map the correct 

destination network.  This prevents virtual machines from becoming isolated by being connected erroneously to the 

wrong networks during a migration.   

 

Section 2 Network Extension Operations 

o Configuring new HCX Network Extensions is not disruptive to existing networks. While HCX bridges two distinct 

broadcast domains, it encapsulates and proxy traffic across the HCX transport and release forwarded packets into 

a contained overlay network (NSX-v Logical Switch or NSX-T Segment), ensuring stability in the physical fabric. 

 

o HCX Network Extension appliances do not process BPDUs or participate in Spanning Tree topologies.  The user 

must verify that HCX is not used to extend networks that are already bridged through external solutions (e.g. NSX 

Edge L2, Bridging or physical switch overlays) as this can result in broadcast storms. 

 

o To support transitioning the first hop gateway to the destination with minimal coordination, unextending a network 

removes the HCX bridge and optionally enables the NSX gateway. This operation causes virtual machines to learn a 

new gateway MAC address.  Full convergence to routing depends on the routing protocol configuration.  

 

Section 3 HCX Network Extension Upgrades 

o HCX Connector and Cloud Manager upgrades do not affect HCX Network Extension forwarding state. 

 

o Upgrading the HCX Network Extension appliance results in less than 30 seconds of impact to the virtual machine 

network. 

o 99.99885% Availability when installing every published update (~Monthly after R139). 
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o 99.99974% Availability when installing minimal updates for N-3 compliance.  

 
Note: Availability estimates are for planning purposes only. HCX does not offer service level guarantees 
 

 

Section 4 Unplanned Impact to HCX Network Extension 

o When the HCX-NE appliance Operating System functions are degraded the failure can be detected by vSphere 

HA/VM Monitoring, ESXi watchdog process will reboot the appliances on the same ESXi server. After rebooting, the 

HCX-NE appliance will return to forwarding within 60 seconds. 

o When the HCX-NE appliance is manually rebooted, it will return to forwarding within 60 seconds. 

o When the HCX-NE appliance is re-deployed, it will return to forwarding within 30 seconds. 

o When a multi-homed HCX-NE has an uplink path down, HCX will failover flows to an alternate uplink.  HCX-NE will 

return to forwarding within 15 seconds. 

o When a single-homed HCX appliance has an uplink path down, all HCX forwarding stops. Once the network path is 

restored, HCX-NE will return to forwarding within 30 seconds. 

o When the Network Extension Service Tunnels are degraded, it is reported in a vCenter Alarms. 

 

 

Section 5 Configuration Considerations for HCX Network Extension Availability 

o vSphere 

o Use dedicated Mobility/Edge Clusters. 

o Avoid Fully Automated DRS / Use Partially Automated DRS. 

o Only use vSphere HA compliant clusters. 

o Configure vSphere HA High Restart Priority for the HCX-NE appliance. 

o Enable VM Monitoring in the vSphere HA settings. 

o Follow the vMotion Best Practices to separate migration traffic from virtual machine traffic. 

o Apply the vMotion Best Practices to the Replication network.  

 

o NSX 

o When migrating virtual machines that rely on DHCP, verify that NSX-T segment policies do not block DHCP 

requests. 

o Use dedicated network paths HCX Migration and Network Extension traffic. 

o With Network Extension without PR/MON, where traffic is routed at the source, ensure that DFW L2 

firewalls do not drop traffic from the migrated virtual machines. 

o With Network Extension and PR/MON, where traffic routing is optimized, ensure all firewalls are configured 

to allow traffic from the migrated virtual machines. 

 

o HCX 

o Provide path diversity by using multiple HCX Uplinks. 

o Configure resource reservations in the HCX Compute Profile. 

o Reduce the Network Extension failure domain by deploying additional Network Extension appliances. Using 

dedicated appliances to minimizes the Network Extension failure domain and can ensure the fastest time to 

forwarding. 

o Use the Application Path Resiliency (Traffic Engineering) feature to achieve additional path diversity in 

EMCP and Load Balanced switched paths. 
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6.2 Tradeoffs for HCX Network Extension and Alternate L2 Solutions 
  

The Network Extension service is built to synergize with HCX virtual machine mobility operations and facilitates access to low 

or no-downtime migrations by providing very simplified operational workflows.  HCX Network Extension provides 

connectivity capabilities in an operational format that accessible to many vSphere admins and migration teams working with 

urgent timelines.   

 

The HCX Network Extension approach uses a single node fast-boot appliance deployment model, that does not include a 

multi-node HA option.  Because of this characteristic of the service, HCX Network Extension service may not be an option for 

every deployment.  HCX migration capabilities are also able to support these scenarios.   

 

HCX can be used to migrate virtual machines to a remote segment that is connected using alternate approaches (e.g. NSX 

L2 Bridge, NSX L2VPN, Physical Overlays, or even by making a long VLAN available at the target environment).  The 

following tables provide some tradeoffs with alternative VMware technologies.   

 

Between NSX L2VPN and HCX Network Extension:  

 

 

NSX L2VPN HCX Network Extension 

L2VPN has a HA mode available. HCX uses a single-node fast-boot deployment model. 

L2VPN Standalone Edge can be used with vSphere 

6.0 or later 

HCX supports Extension with vSphere 5.1 DVS or later. 
 

HCX supports Extension with 3
rd

 party switches  

 

L2VPN uses a single GRE Tunnel Uplink HCX supports multi-homed multi-tunnel uplinks.  

 

L2VPN has higher operational complexity HCX Network Extension is very easy to deploy  

L2VPN can be deployed on bare metal HCX Service Mesh deploys virtual appliances 

L2VPN can extend 4094 networks With NSX-V HCX can extend up to 4094 networks per 

appliance 

 

With NSX-T HCX can extend 8 networks per appliance 

L2VPN networks must be manually selected in the 

HCX UI   

HCX-NE networks are automatically mapped in the 
Migration UI. 
 
HCX-NE provides additional technologies for L3 portability 
(with Mobility Optimized Networking/Proximity Routing) 
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Between NSX L2 Bridge and HCX Network Extension: 

 

NSX L2 Bridge HCX Network Extension 

o Deployed as a kernel function on NSX-T 
prepared ESXi hosts. 

 

o Deployed as a Service Mesh virtual appliance. 

 

o Requires vSphere 6.5 or later at the source 
and destination 

 

o Supports vSphere 5.1 DVS or later the source  

 

o Designed for intra-DC deployments where 
NSX-T is available on source and destination 
hosts. 

 

o Does not require NSX at the source environment.  
 

 

o NSX L2 Bridge networks must be manually 

selected in the HCX Migration UI. 

 

o HCX-NE networks are automatically mapped in the 
Migration UI. 

o HCX-NE Additional Technologies for L3 portability 
(with Mobility Optimized Networking/Proximity 
Routing) 
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The information presented in this document includes all known facts as it relates to HCX Service Availability.  We hope 

this information enables the reader to make informed design decision when planning and deploying VMware HCX. 
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